
 

 

 

COOKIE POLICY 
 

Premise 

This document is an integral and substantial part of the Privacy Policy and the information 
contained in it issued pursuant to art. 13 European Regulation on the protection of 
personal data. We therefore invite you to read the Privacy Policy on this website. 

WHAT IS A COOKIE? 

Cookies are short text files that are downloaded to the user's device when visiting a 
website. With each subsequent visit cookies are sent back to the website that originated 
them (first-party cookies) or to another site that recognizes them (third-party cookies). 
Cookies are useful because they allow a website to recognize the user's device. They have 
different purposes such as, for example, allowing you to efficiently navigate between 
pages, remember favorite sites and, in general, improve the browsing experience. They also 
help ensure that advertising content displayed online is more targeted at you and your 
interests. 

Type of cookies 

Cookies can be first or third party, where "first part" means cookies that refer to the 
domain of the site you are viewing, while "third party" refers to cookies that are related to 
domains outside the site visited. 

Third-party cookies are therefore installed by an external subject, always defined as "third 
party", and not managed by the site visited. 

Nature of cookies 

Regarding the nature of cookies, there are several types: 

Technical cookies 

It is cookies that serve to navigate or provide a service requested by the user. They are not 
used for further purposes and are normally installed directly by the website owner. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

They can be divided into: 

browsing or session cookies, which guarantee the normal navigation and use of the website 
(allowing, for example, to make a purchase or authenticate to access restricted areas); they 
are in fact necessary for the proper functioning of the site; 

cookies analytics, assimilated to technical cookies where used directly by the site manager 
to collect information, anonymously and aggregated, on the number of users and how they 
visit the site itself, in order to improve the performance of the site; 

Cookie banner is the consent management tool on websites that allows users to give their 
consent to cookies and trackers, indicating which ones they wish to activate for the 
processing of their personal data. According to the GDPR, websites that process users' 
personal data, for example through cookies, must ask for and obtain their explicit consent. 

functional cookies, which allow the user to navigate according to a series of selected 
criteria (for example, the language, the products selected for purchase) in order to improve 
the service rendered to the same. For the installation of these cookies, the prior consent of 
users is not required 

Profiling cookies 

Profiling cookies are aimed at creating profiles related to the user, and are used in order to 
send advertising messages in line with the preferences expressed by the same in the 
context of online browsing. 

For the use of profiling cookies, the consent of the data subject is required. The user may 
authorize or deny consent to the installation of cookies through the options provided in the 
"Cookie Management" section. 

In the case of third-party cookies, the site visited does not have direct control of the 
individual cookies and cannot control them (it cannot either install them directly or delete 
them). The user can still manage these cookies through the browser settings, or the sites 
indicated in the "Cookie Management" section. 

Duration of cookies 

Cookies have a duration dictated by the expiration date (or a specific action such as closing 
the browser) set at the time of installation. 

Cookies can be: 



 

 

• temporary or session cookies: they are used to store temporary information, allow you 
to link actions performed during a specific session, and are removed from your 
computer when you close your browser; 

• persistent cookies: they are used to store information, such as the login name and 
password, so that the user does not have to type it again every time he visits a specific 
site. These remain stored on your computer even after you close your browser. 

 

Cookies installed from this site 

Below is the list of cookies sent from this site. Any third-party cookies will present the link 
to the privacy policy of the relevant external provider, where you can find a detailed 
description of the individual cookies and the processing that is made of them. 

 

 

Cookie management 
In compliance with current legislation and taking into account the Provision of the 
Guarantor Authority08 May 2014 "Identification of simplified methods for the 
informationand acquisition of consent for the use of cookies " (Published in the Official Journaln. 126 
of June 3, 2014),  Metalcastello  SPA must not obtain consent from the user as it uses only 

technical and session cookies. The User may   change at any time his options related to the use of 

cookies by this Website by accessing this Privacy Policy, by means of the link on each page of the Site, 
and by following the instructions for the browser used. 

If you want to delete cookies already sent, you must delete them through the browser, 
because otherwise those already installed will not be removed. In particular, it should be 
borne in mind that it is not possible in any way to control third-party cookies, so if you have 
already given your consent previously, you must proceed with the deletion of cookies 
through the browser or by asking for the opt-out directly to thirdparties. 

List of cookies on the Metalcastello  SPA website 
Technical and functional cookies. 

The site Metalcastello.com  cookies to ensure a better browsing experience for the user; 
these cookies are indispensable for the correct use of the site. You can disable these 

Cookie tecnici proprietari (first-party cookies)

Nome Fuzione Durata

__RequestVerificationToken_L0wz0 Cookie tecnico di sessioneSessione

__RequestVerificationToken Cookie tecnico di sessioneSessione

MetalcastelloCookiePlugin Cookie banner Registra l'accettazione del banner cookie

MCL3 Cookie tecnico di sessioneSessione

Cookie tecnici di terze parti

Nome Fuzione Durata TERZA PARTE LINK ALLA PRIVACY DELLA POLICY TERZA PARTEOPT OUT

_gat_UA-91844451-1 Cookie tecnico Scadenza sessione GOOGLE INC. (Google Analytics)www.google.com - Analytics tools.google.com

_gid Cookie tecnico 24h

_ga Cookie tecnico Scadenza sessione



 

 

cookies from the browser by following the indications in the dedicated paragraph, but you 
will compromise your experience on the site and we will not be able to answer for any 
malfunctions. 

  

Cookie statistics 

Analytical cookies or analytics: these cookies are used to statistically analyze accesses/visits 
to the site, and pursue exclusively statistical purposes and not even profiling or marketing 
purposes. They collect information in aggregate form, without the possibility of tracing the 
identification of the individual user. 

The Data Protection Supervisor has assimilated the use of anonymized analytical cookies to 
technical cookies. 

This type of cookies can always be disabled (so-called opt out) following the instructions of 
the dedicated paragraph or provided by the browser used. 

  

How to disable/clear cookies by browser configuration 
Chrome [https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647?hl=it-IT&hlrm=fr&hlrm=en] 
Mozilla Firefox [https://support.mozilla.org/it/kb/Attivare%20e%20disable%20i%20cookie] 
Internet Explorer [https://support.microsoft.com/it-it/help/17442/windows-internet-
explorer-delete-manage-cookies] 
Microsoft Edge [https://support.microsoft.com/it-it/help/4027947/windows-delete-
cookies] 
Safari [https://support.apple.com/it-it/guide/safari/sfri47acf5d6/mac] 

Valid and verified links  

 
 


